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DEL T A-K RADAR MEASUREMENTS OF 
INTERNAL WAVES IN THE SOGNEFJORD 

A multifrequency radar of the type known as a delta-k radar makes it possible to probe the ocean 
surface roughness directly at scales much longer than the wavelength of the radar. The application of 
a delta-k radar to the measurement of ship-generated internal waves in the 1988 Sognefjord experiment 
is described. The results of this experiment agree with predictions for the delta-k response and demon
strate the potential utility of delta-k radar as a new tool in radar oceanography. 

INTRODUCTION 

Remote sensing of the ocean surface by satellite or 
airborne radars can be accomplished in several ways. 1,2 

An imaging radar, such as a synthetic aperture radar, 
can produce a high-resolution image of the ocean sur
face where each point in the image represents the radar 
reflectivity of a small area on the ocean surface. Because 
the degree of surface reflectivity is a function of the 
roughness of the ocean, and because the roughness is 
a result of the combined action of the local winds, waves, 
and currents, the radar image can be used to infer some
thing about the characteristics of these winds, waves, and 
currents. Synthetic aperture radar oceanography was the 
subject of a previous issue of the fohns Hopkins APL 
Technical Digest. 3 

Another type of radar useful in remote sensing of the 
ocean surface is a scatterometer, which illuminates a 
large area of the ocean surface and measures the aver
age reflectivity but does not form an image. Scatterom
eters are used to measure wind speed and direction on 
the basis of both the strength of the reflected radar sig
nal and its dependence on the pointing direction of the 
radar. 1 

Satellite altimeters are a third type of radar useful in 
oceanography. An altimeter measures the distance from 
the satellite to the ocean surface to determine the shape 
of the surface. This shape is a function of ocean cur
rents as well as of spatial variations in the Earth's 
gravitational field. If the gravitational field is known, 
the currents can be inferred. Satellite altimetry is treat
ed elsewhere in this issue of the fohns Hopkins APL 
Technical Digest and was also discussed in a previous 
issue. 4 

Still another type of radar, one that has not yet be
come a conventional part of ocean remote sensing, is 
a multi frequency radar commonly called a delta-k ra
dar. The name is derived from the fact that the wave
length and propagation direction of the energy radiated 
by a radar are denoted by its wave vector, k. The delta
k radar uses two or more different wavelengths (and pos
sibly illumination directions) and processes the radar re
turn in a way that achieves some of the effects of a radar 
that transmits energy corresponding to the difference of 
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two k-vectors. A discussion of the delta-k radar and its 
application to the detection of internal waves and the 
measurement of their frequencies is developed here. In 
particular, we discuss some of the delta-k results obtained 
from a joint United States-Norway experiment conduct
ed in the Sognefjord, Norway, in July 1988. 

DELTA-K RADAR PRINCIPLES 

Delta-k radars have been used for several years 5
-
7 

and can be operated in either a continuous-wave or 
pulsed mode. The differences between the two modes 
are important in some applications, but they do not af
fect the application discussed; the continuous-wave mode 
will be discussed because it is conceptually simpler. 

The delta-k radar can be thought of as two separate 
radars transmitting on closely spaced frequencies. For 
example, two of the frequencies used in the Sognefjord 
experiment are 6.8422 and 6.8402 GHz. The wavelength 
for these frequencies is about 0.044 m. The backscatter 
received by the radar at each frequency is called the 
single-frequency response. Because the two frequencies 
are close together, the backscatter at each will be very 
similar; that is, we expect the same backscattered pow
er and the same shape for the Doppler spectrum. 

The delta-k signal is formed by multiplying the re
ceived signal at one frequency by the received signal at 
the second frequency and processing the product to re
tain only the low-frequency components (components 
near the difference frequency). If the two frequencies 
are equal, the result is a signal with zero phase and an 
amplitude that will vary as the strength of the radar 
backscattered power varies; but if the two frequencies 
are unequal, the result is a signal with a phase that 
changes with time. The frequency of the delta-k 
signal-the rate at which the phase changes-will tell 
something about the nature of the ocean surface. 

The delta-k concept is illustrated in Figure 1. Figure 
IA shows two modulated sinusoids in which the frequen
cy difference of the two is equal to the modulation fre
quency. The frequency of each sinusoid represents the 
transmitted frequency. The modulation represents the 
spatial variations in the reflectivity of the ocean surface. 
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The delta-k processing begins by multiplying these two 
received signals. The product signal is positive every
where. When the product signal is averaged, it will in
dicate the presence of a delta-k signal. In Figure IB, the 
modulation frequency is the same as before, but the dif
ference frequency is reduced by 25070. The product sig
nal is equally positive and negative and averages to zero. 
No delta-k signal results when the modulation frequen
cy and the difference frequency are unequal. 

If the surface of the ocean is moving with a velocity 
v toward a stationary radar, the single-frequency back
scatter will then be shifted in frequency (relative to the 
transmitted frequency) by 

2 vii ID = - , (1) 
c 

where II is the transmitted frequency and c is the speed 
of light. This is the normal Doppler shift. A I -m / s ve
locity in the look direction of the radar will produce a 
Doppler shift of 46 Hz for the frequencies just men
tioned . 

The Doppler frequency of the delta-k signal is given by 

2v(/1 -/2) 
ID = , (2) 

c 

where 12 is the second frequency. The shift is identical 
to that for a single-frequency radar, except that the fre-
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'1 Figure 1. Conceptual operation of a 
delta·k radar. A. Difference frequen
cy = modulation frequency. B. Dif
ference frequency = 0.75 modula
tion frequency. 

quency is now replaced by a frequency difference. (It 
has been assumed here that the two frequencies have 
been transmitted and received from the same point in 
space and that the radar is stationary. If the radar is 
moving, v would be the relative velocity between the ra
dar and the surface.) For a 2-MHz frequency difference, 
for example, the effective wavelength of the delta-k ra
dar is 150 m, which is the wavelength of a 2-MHz ra
dar. A I-m/ s velocity in the look direction of the radar 
will produce a delta-k Doppler shift of only 0.013 Hz. 
Observation of this small Doppler shift requires integra
tion for several minutes, in contrast with the single
frequency Doppler shift, which can be determined ac
curately with data gathered over only a few seconds . 

Because the ocean surface does not simply move as 
a whole toward the radar but involves a very compli
cated motion, a delta-k signal actually consists of a range 
of frequencies instead of a single Doppler frequency . Un
derstanding the shape of this frequency spectrum and 
its dependence on oceanographic and radar parameters 
is the goal of ongoing research. 

In addition to the large difference in the magnitude 
of the Doppler shift produced by single-frequency and 
delta-k radars, these radars differ in the amount of ocean 
surface they can illuminate. If we are interested in the 
reflectivity of the ocean at wavelengths of a few cen
timeters, an area of just a few square meters needs to 
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be illuminated; but if we are interested in the delta-k 
properties of the ocean surface, an area of a few hun
dred square meters must be illuminated when the dif
ference frequency is 2 MHz. Illuminating such a large 
area is not a problem for ocean remote sensing, but it 
does mean that research on deIta-k radar performance 
must be done at greater distances from the ocean sur
face than research on single-frequency radars. 

An important variation of the delta-k radar concept 
involves the use of two or more radars located in differ
ent positions, in which case the difference wave vector 
can be oriented in some direction other than the one to 
which the individual radars are pointed. For example, 
with this technique the radar could be "tuned" to de
tect waves moving in the cross-range direction instead 
of only detecting waves moving in the range direction. 5 

DELTA-K RADAR RESPONSE 
TO INTERNAL W AVES 

The response of a deIta-k radar to ocean surface 
roughness patterns can be predicted from any given mod
el of the scattering of electromagnetic waves by a rough 
surface. As part of the work described here, a model 
of the response of a delta-k radar to a statistically 
described ocean surface has been developed on the ba
sis of the Kirchhoff approximation of the scattering. An
other assumption built into the model is that the surface 
of the ocean is a Gaussian process-that the random 
height of the ocean surface at one position and time and 
the random height at another position and time obey 
a bivariate Gaussian distribution. The result of these ap
proximations and assumptions is a somewhat complex 
model of the delta-k radar response. For the most part, 
though, the strength of the delta-k radar response is 
proportional to the modulation strength of the radar 
reflectivity of the ocean surface at length scales that are 
half the delta-k wavelength. This is the Bragg condition. 
(Remember, we use delta-k wavelength here for the 
wavelength of radiation that has a frequency equal to 
the deIta-k difference frequency.) 

Associated with the delta-k radar is a Bragg wave 
number, kB' which is twice the horizontal component 
of the difference wave vector for the two frequencies 
used to create the delta-k signal. That is, 

k 
47r ( II - 12) . A-

B = ~n~, 
c 

where ¢ is the incidence angle of the radar. 
Although internal waves do not directly displace the 

ocean surface to an appreciable extent, their propaga
tion results in surface currents interacting with the short 
waves that resonate with the radar energy to produce 
the backscatter. A periodic internal wave produces peri
odic variations in the amplitude of these short waves, 
as shown in Figure 2. If a very large area of the ocean 
is illuminated by the radar, a delta-k response will be 
observed only when the wave number of these internal 
waves, k,w , equals the Bragg wave number of the ra
dar. In this simple portrayal, the response of the delta-k 
radar to each pair of transmitted frequencies tells us 
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Figure 2. A periodic internal wave (bottom) produces period· 
ic variations in the amplitude of the radar cross-section modu
lation (top). 

about the strength of internal waves that have a wave
length matching the Bragg wavelength of the radar. 

In the situation described, the delta-k radar responds 
only to waves that are propagating directly toward or 
away from it and that have a wavelength equaling the 
Bragg wavelength of the radar. In practice, the radar 
will respond to waves with other wavelengths and to 
waves that propagate at angles other than toward or 
away from the radar. The extent of the radar response 
to these other internal waves is determined largely by 
the dimensions of the ocean surface area illuminated by 
the radar. As the range dimension of the illuminated area 
decreases, the radar response to waves that do not have 
the Bragg wavelength increases. As the azimuth dimen
sion of the illuminated area decreases, the radar response 
to waves propagating in directions other than toward or 
away from the radar increases. (Range is the direction 
from the radar to the segment of ocean area being illu
minated. Azimuth is the direction perpendicular to 
range.) Illumination of a very small area results in a ra
dar that responds to internal waves of all lengths and 
directions, making it a poor sensor for these waves. 

To quantify this radar response, assume that the ra
dar illumination pattern on the ocean surface is Gauss
ian. The power incident on the surface will fall to 1/ e 
of the power in the center of the area at a distance X 
in azimuth and a distance Y in range. Refer to Figure 3 
and note that the angle between the direction of propa
gation of the internal waves and the direction to the ra
dar line of sight is (). Where x and y represent the position 
of the area increment relative to the center of the illumi
nated area, the radar response to waves propagating in 
this direction with wave number k,w will be proportion
al to 

1
00 100 2 2 2 2 
-00 dx -00 dy e - ikBY e -(x I X + Y I Y ) 

x cos [kIW (x sin () + Y cos ())] 
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Figure 3. If the radar illumination pattern on the ocean sur
face is Gaussian, the power incident on the surface will fall to 
1/e of the power at the center of the area at a distance X in 
azimuth and a distance Y in range. Note that e is the angle be· 
tween the propagation direction of the internal waves and the 
look direction of the radar. The wavelengths along the two direc· 
tions are related by A = A I cos e. 

7rXY 
-- exp( - 1;4 k~wX2sin20) 

2 

X {exp[ - 1;4 y 2(krwcos 0 - kB)2] 

+ exp[ - 1;4 y2(krwcos 0 + k B)2]} 

The integral does not take into account how much wave 
energy is actually present in a given wave component. It 
only represents the relative response of the delta-k radar 
to that energy. For a given wave number k rw and an
gle 0, the Bragg wave number kB that will produce the 
maximum response is 

kB = ±krwcos 0 . 

The waves can be traveling either toward or away from 
the radar, but the response will be weak unless 

IkrwX sin 01 :$ 2 . 

The result shows how the delta-k radar response de
pends on both the direction and the wavelength of inter
nal waves. So far we have considered the direction and 
wavelength to be independently variable, but if we ob
serve ship-generated internal waves, we see that the direc
tion and angle of the internal waves are coupled together. 
Knowledge of this fact is useful in predicting the response 
of a delta-k radar to such waves. 

Like waves traveling in any medium, internal waves 
are characterized by a dispersion relation that defines the 
frequency of oscillation as a function of the wave vec-
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Figure 4. Geometrical relationship of ship, radar, and waves. 

tor. For light in a vacuum, the frequency is proportional 
to the wave number. For waves longer than about 10 cm 
on the ocean surface, the frequency is proportional to 
the square root of the wave number. For internal waves, 
the frequency has a dependence on the wave number that 
is determined by how the water density changes with 
depth. Given the profile of the water density, the disper
sion relation of the internal waves can be computed. 

A ship moving at a constant velocity generates waves 
moving in different directions and having different wave
lengths, but these waves must meet the condition that 

vkrwcos (3 = w(krw ) , 

where v is the ship speed, krw is the wave number of the 
ship-generated wave, (3 is the angle between the ship mo
tion and the wave propagation, and w(krw) is the fre
quency of the wave. This condition is equivalent to the 
statement that the ship-generated waves are stationary in 
the reference frame of the ship (a property of waves gener
ated by a ship moving at a constant velocity). 8 It should 
be remembered that the angle of propagation, {3, is a func
tion of the wave number, krw . 

The angle by which the radar look direction differs 
from perpendicularity to the ship track is designated a, 
as shown in Figure 4. The angles a and {3 in Figure 4 
are related to the angle 0 in Figure 3 as follows: 

7r 
0= - -a-{3. 

2 

For a given value of krw, we can compute (3 from a 
knowledge of the ship speed, v, the angle of the ship 
track, a, and the dispersion relation, w(krw). The Bragg 
wave number of the radar that will produce the greatest 
response to these waves is 
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The strength of the response at this Bragg wave number 
is proportional to 

The Doppler shift in the radar backscatter produced by 
the internal waves is simply the frequency of these waves, 
w(krw). We have here the necessary tools to predict the 
delta-k radar response to ship-generated internal waves. 

THE SOGNEFJORD EXPERIMENT 
The Sognefjord experiment is described in the article 

by Apel and Gjessing, elsewhere in this issue. The several 
features that make the Sognefjord an especially useful site 
for a delta-k experiment are the steep hillside, the power 
cables across the fjord, and the presence of highly strati
fied water. 

The steep hillside provides a long viewing time from 
a stable position at moderate incidence angles. (The an
gle of incidence is conventionally defined relative to the 
normal to the surface.) The importance of this combina
tion is that a quantitative test of the models of the delta-k 
radar can be made at incidence angles for which we have 
confidence in our understanding of the radar backscat
ter. Most delta-k measurements of the ocean surface have 
been made at or near grazing incidence (viewing angles 
nearly parallel to the water surface) by using radars on 
towers6 or cliffs. 7 Some measurements at smaller inci
dence angles have been reported from aircraft, but those 
measurements do not allow for the long integration times 
necessary for achieving the resolution required by delta-k 
processing. At large incidence angles, the radar backscatter 
problem is further complicated because some parts of the 
ocean surface are shadowed by waves and because 
horizontal advection of short surface waves by longer 
waves can affect the shape of the Doppler spectrum of 
the backscatter. The Sognefjord experiment was an op
portunity to test the delta-k theory in a regime where such 
complications are not present. 

Two radars were positioned on the hillside overlook
ing the fjord. One was a 6.8-GHz radar operated by the 
Royal Norwegian Council for Scientific and Industrial Re
search; it is a six-frequency, vertically polarized, contin
uous-wave radar. The other radar was a 1O-GHz radar 
operated by Metratek, Inc., of Falls Church, Va.; it is 
a five-frequency, horizontally polarized, pulsed radar. 

The electrical power cables across the fjord provided 
a unique opportunity to make delta-k radar measurements 
of internal waves from incidence angles as small as 10°. 
Land-based radars cannot make this kind of measure
ment, because even if a sheer cliff were found at the 
water's edge, the waves would be too near the shore to 
have the properties of waves in open water. A tower can
not be used, because the radar would be too near the sur
face to illuminate a sufficiently large area with a nearly 
constant incidence angle. A fixed-wing aircraft would not 
allow sufficient integration time. Helicopters, airships, or 
aerostats are possible alternatives and do have several ad-
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vantages, but even these do not have the stability of a 
radar suspended from a cable. During the experiment, 
two radars were carried by a gondola that traveled along 
the power cables. (The gondola is normally used for main
tenance by the Norwegian Power Board.) The radars were 
a six-frequency, 4.5-GHz radar and a single-frequency, 
96-GHz radar, both operated by the Royal Norwegian 
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research. 

In addition to the hillside and the presence of the power 
cables, the Sognefjord contains a combination of seawater 
and fresh water that makes it easy for surface ships to 
generate internal waves. Because of the combination of 
factors, the Sognefjord was well suited for a delta-k in
ternal wave experiment. 

THE SOGNEFJORD RESULTS 
The results obtained from the 4.5-GHz radar at an in

cidence angle of 40° during runs 3 and 4 on 12 July 1988 
follow, and Table 1 lists the relevant parameters for the 
data. The radar transmits and receives six frequencies, 
each individually offset from the reference signal by an 
amount ranging from 50 to 79 MHz. The individual off
sets and the possible difference frequencies afforded by 
them are shown in Table 2. The frequency differences 
range from 2 to 29 MHz; the corresponding Bragg 
wavelengths range from 117 to 8 m. 

The single-frequency Doppler spectrum-versus-time plot 
generated for this radar is shown in Figure 5 for the time 
interval corresponding to runs 3 and 4. The frequency 
of the Bragg waves at the center of the illuminated area 
is about 5.7 Hz. The energy is spread over a range of 
frequencies and shifted up in frequency by the action of 
those surface waves that are much longer than the Bragg 
waves. A 1O-Hz Doppler shift for this geometry cor
responds to a horizontal velocity of about 0.51 m/s. The 
spectra exhibit considerable variability, but the lack of 
distinctive features indicates that no internal waves are 
present. 

The predicted delta-k response to ship-generated inter
nal waves is shown in Figure 6. The predictions are based 
on a calculation of the dispersion relation for internal 
waves that can be generated by the ship when the ship 
speed is 2 ml s and the angle between the radar look direc-

Table 1. Parameters for runs 3 and 4 on 12 July 1988. 

Parameter Value 

Incidence angle, 1> 40 0 

Azimuth extent, X 79 m 

Range extent, Y 105 m 

Ship speed, v 2 m/s 

Ship angle, ex 20 0 
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Table 2. Frequencies and frequency differences. 

Channel numbers and 
frequency offsets (MHz) 

12345 6 
(50) (52) (57) (67) (76) (79) 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

~f 
(MHz) 

2 

3 

5 

7 

9 

10 

12 

15 

17 

19 

22 

24 

26 

27 

29 

Bragg 

wavelength 
(m) 

116.7 

77 .8 

46.7 

33.3 

25.9 

23.3 

19.4 

15.6 

13.7 

12.3 

10.6 

9.7 

9.0 

8.6 

8.0 

Note: The x's occur in pairs and mark the frequency offsets 
that result in the difference frequency ~f. 

tion and the direction of ship travel is 20°. The disper
sion relation is computed from in situ measurements of 
the water-density profIle made during the experiment. The 
possible difference frequencies are indicated by the up
per scale on the plot. The delta-k response is predicted 
to fall to about half of its maximum value at a differ
ence frequency between 7 and 9 MHz. The Doppler shifts 
will be less than 0.02 Hz. 

Figure 7 shows the delta-k Doppler spectrum versus 
time at a frequency difference of 5 MHz. The plot con
tains three bands, each about 2 minutes long, correspond
ing to discontinuities in the radar data. The duration of 
the bands is 2 minutes because that is the time span of 
each Fourier transform. Two features in Figure 7 cor
respond to the two ship runs on 12 July. Unlike the spec
trum shown in Figure 5, the delta-k spectrum shows 
well-defined features that are manifestations of the in
ternal wave passage. 
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Figure 5. Single·frequency Doppler spectrum versus time for 
the time corresponding to runs 3 and 4. The frequency of the 
Bragg waves at the center of the illuminated area is about 5.7 Hz. 
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Figure 6. Predicted response of delta·k radar to ship-generated 
waves. 

Figure 8 shows the Doppler spectrum obtained by tak
ing a cut through this plot (Fig. 7) at a time when the 
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Figure 7. Delta-k spectrum versus time for a difference fre
quency of 5 MHz for runs 3 and 4. 
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Figure 8. A cut through the delta-k spectrum during run 3 on 
12 July 1988. 

internal wave signal from run 3 is present. The peak in 
the spectrum is at 0.016 Hz, which compares favorably 
with the predicted internal wave dispersion curve for the 
fjord stratification on 12 July. 

The same procedure was followed for other frequency 
differences of 7, 9, 10, and 12 MHz to find the positions 
of the peaks in the corresponding Doppler spectra for 
both run 3 and run 4. In some cases, a clear delta-k peak 
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Figure 9. Doppler shifts plotted against the predicted disper
sion curve of Figure 6. 

was not observed. Figure 9 shows the positions of the 
peaks in the cases where a peak was observed. Very good 
agreement was achieved between the Doppler shifts ob
served with the delta-k radar and the predicted internal 
wave dispersion relation. 

An additional investigation was made of the timing of 
the arrival of the internal waves. The peaks in the delta-k 
spectra appear at a later time for the larger frequency 
differences than for the smaller ones, consistent with the 
greater group speed for long waves (which resonate with 
small frequency differences) compared with that for short 
waves. The waves all travel the same distance from the 
track of the wave-producing ship to the area illuminated 
by the radar; therefore, the faster-traveling waves appear 
flrst. The time of ship passage, the distance traveled, and 
the predicted group speeds were used to predict the ar
rival time of waves in the radar footprint. The predicted 
times and the observed times agreed very well. From these 
results, we concluded that the delta-k radar is a potential 
tool for measuring the propagation of internal waves 
where in situ measurements are not available. 

In addition to the 4.5-GHz radar discussed, the Sogne
fjord experiment produced delta-k results for the 6.8-GHz 
hillside-mounted Norwegian radar and the 10-GHz pulsed 
Metratek radar. Analyses similar to those discussed here 
have also been done for those radars. The various ra
dars were found to have different sensitivities and to per
form best under different conditions. Current research 
is oriented toward obtaining a better understanding of 
the optimal match between the environmental conditions, 
the internal wave properties, and the radar design 
parameters. The results obtained have clearly demonstrat
ed that delta-k radars are useful for detecting internal 
waves at moderate incidence angles and for measuring 
their frequencies. Such radars are expected to fmd a place 
as another standard tool in radar oceanography, along
side imaging radars, scatterometers, and altimeters. 
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